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This paper puts forward two main arguments. First, iJ p<Jsits that large family 
business gl'oups are likely to stay as a dominant form of firms in Thailand 
because the business group structure re.�PfJnds effectively to the instituJional 
context of developing economies such as Thailand. Second, the paper suggests 
that family ownership and control in large business groups is not necessarily 
unsustainable ?f potential conflicts of interest beMeen the controllIng families 
and other stakeholders can be mitignted through un au/come-based strategic 
planning process. The checks-and-balance system that can be used to monitor 
behaviour of family board members and management executives is a necessary 
step towards sus(l.Jil1able family business management in the modern era 



I . Introduction 
Despite the general view advanced by Chandler that family firms are only 

appropriate for a specific stage of industrial development, the continued existence of family 
flrms in advanced as well as developing economics appears indisputable. [n fact., sludies 

have �hown that family-owned firms account for 64.6% of listed companies in Gennany, 
64.8% in France (f'accio and Lang 1999), and 61.6% in Tbailandl (Claessens et al. 1999). 

A series of papers by Akira Suchjro (1993, 1997,2001) confirm that family ownership 

among large business groups has been and continues to be 1.1 m<uor characteristic of the Thai 
business sector before and after t]le 1997 economic crisis. Accordingly, it is in.structive to 

pose the question of why amI how these family businesses continue (0 thrive. 
Although the definition of 'family business' does not imply size,2 the literature on 

family business in Thailand seems to be divided into two groups. While the first group 

focuses on smaJl- and medium-sized (SME) family finns, the second one is concerned 

primarily with large and diversified family business group:;. It is important to note that the 
former line of studies appears to be less po�ilive on the future prospects of family finns in 

Thailand. Studies on SME family businesses tend to highlight issues that pose problems to 

their long-term survival. For example, Pipop (2001)3 (inds that owners of Thai family 

businesses are most concerned about equity dilution, wealth preservation and Succcs.<;ion 

issues. WiJaiwan et al. (2003) argue that conflicts in family businesses obstruct their 

I Using his own database, Suehiro (2001) finds that the share of family businesses among [i�ted 
finnl; in Thailand is signiticantly lower (48.2%) than the percentage found in Claessens' sUIvey. 
Suehiro attributes this discrepancy to the different methods in idenlifying a tinT! 's ultimate owners. 
2 ColIi (200]) suggests three key elements that make up a 'family firm': kin (as defined accordingly 
within a cultural framework); property (the ownership of u significant fraction of the enterprise's 
capital); and control (authority over the strategic management of the company). Su�hiro (2003), on 
the other hWld, proposes that the definition of 'family bllsiness' entails ownership structure, 
mlUlag�ment control, and succession of office. 
3 This study is based on the standard questionnaire used by Grant Th.omton Intemational, n 
consulting company focused specifico.I1y on accDunting, ta?-: and business advisory of mid-sized 
companies. This worldwide study investigates the concerns of fHJ1\ily business Oil People and 
Rclation!;hip Issues in Management, hence the name PRIMA rest:arch. In 2001, Grnnt Thomton 
(Thailand) spDnsored the PRIMA survey on Thai family businesses. A mailing list of 1400 firms 
was generated from various sources of business d�rcctory. Of the 1400 bilingual standardised 
PRIMA queslioruJaires mailed, 207 were returned. Although the study does not specify size of 
family businesses. 85% of the respondents employ less than SOD full-(ime employees (Pipop 2001). 
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development and highlight rivalries among family members. ambiguity of roles between 
family members, and organisational responsibility to be among the most imporLanl sow-ces 

of conflicts in 111ai family businesses. In ;rum, this stream of research implies that SME 

family firms have to overcome a host of challenges, particularly family business 

management issues, in order to survive in the long run. 

Studies on large family flnns in Thailand, on the other hand., tend to present a more 

positive view. Pioneered by Akira Suehiro in his various writings (1993,1997,2001), this 

line of research argues that family businesses (groups) llavc a rationality of their own, and 
that this organisational form is likely to subsist despi1e the economic crisis recently 

experienced in Thailand. This stream of research is dominantly based. on studies of large 

family business groups, highlighting the important role this type of organisation has played 

in l11aHand's industrialisation process. The inference made in this line of studies often leads 

to the understanding that 'family business' in Thailand means 'largeji:unj[ybu�iness group'. 

\Vhile that assumption is partially accurate, it inevitably results in the question 'why family 

bUSiness survives?' being often interprelcda'l'wby largefamily business groups survive?'. 
While large family business groups indeed continue to be one of the most dominant 

organisational funns in TIJailand, and their continued subsistence deserves to be further 
explored academically, it should still be poinlccl out that the question 'why large family 

business groups survive?' comprises two rdthcr different but related sub-questions: why 
business groups exist and thrive; .and why and how business groups continue 10 be under 

family ownership and controL These two sub-questions need to be addressed separately in 
order to acquire a better understanding on the prevalence of large family business groups in 
Thailand. 

Thi� paper therefore attends to the above questions by drawing from theoretical 

insights of two separate streams of literature. To an!'lw�r why business groups continue to 
be a major organisational fonn in many countrks, the established line of studies on 

business groups in emerging markets is referred to. The paper then turns to a different 

theoretical explanation-the agCJ)l;y theory-to explain how outcome-based goals can h�lp 

curb agency problems within famiJy businesses. TIllS, in turn, increases the managerial 

efficiency of family firms and hence enabling them to subsi� in the long tun. The strategic 

planning process of Thai Union Frozen Products Public C01upany Limited (11J1') is 

prcsen led to illuslralc this poi nt. 
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Ine paper comprises five parts. Following this introduction, the second section 

reviews how the literature on business groups can shed light on the continued dominance of 

family business groups in Thailand. Prior to presenting the case study, the paper discusses 
how the agency theory can be integrated into the studies of family business in the third part. 

Then, the TUF case study is presented to highlight how conflicts of interests among 

stakeholders in this family-controlled tinn can be mitigated through the adoption of clear 

strategic guidelines, These outcome-based strategies help curb self-interest problems that 
may occur between the controlling families and minority stakeholders. Conclusions are 

presented in the fifth section. 

IT. How BusioclIS Groups Literature Explains the Subsistence of Famjly Businesses 
Although diversified business groups that operate in a collection of unrelated 

activides are commonly associated with the emerging economies of Asia and Latin 

America, their existence is not a new phenomenon. Iones (2000: 158-94) showed that they 

were a prominent form of British FDI in the late nineteenth century lasting undl the post 

Second World War period, notably but not only in Asia. Economists, business historians, 

and sociologists alike bavc provided a variety of explanations on the existence of business 
groups, The notion of business group requires clarification, however. For organisation 

sociologists, the question of diversification is not a significant aspect of business groups. 
Granovetter (1995: 95) defines a 'business group' as a 'collection of firms bound (ogcther 
in some formal and/or informal ways' (Granovetter 1995; 95). Although a conglomerate 

finn, in which a single corporation has diversified into many industries, is part of the 
business group under this definition, Granovetter considers conglomerate to be a marginal 

case. 

On the contrary, the economic view of a business group draws attention to its 

degree of diversification, According to Leff (1978: 663), a group is a 'multi-company firm 
which transacts iit different markets but which does so under common entrepreneurial and 

financial control', Ghemawat and Khanna (1998: 35) further specify a business group as 

'an organisational form characterised by diversification across a wide range of businesses, 

partial financial interlocks among them, aod, in many cases, familial control'. Given the 

diversified nature of business group.'! in Thailand, the Latter definition appears much more 

appropriate in the Thai context. 
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The existence of diversified business groups has been explained by three main lines 

of argument: economic, sociological, and resource-based. Led mainly by economists, the 

first group tends to view business groups as an organisational response to market failures. 

Left' (J 978) argues that business groups act as an intra-firm mechanism that deals with 

deficiencies in the markets for primary factors, risk and intermediate products. In other 

words, oLL<;iness groups can be best understood as an institutional innovation for 

internalising the returns that accrue from operations in the imperfect market conditions of 

less developed countries. Khanna and Palep!.l (1997) delved fUIlher on market instilutions in 
emerging economies, arguing that failures in capital market, labour market and product 

market often characterise these economies. The authors maintain that the diversified 

business group structure presents a host of' advantages in the institutional context where 

market failures still abound, like that of most developing economies. 

The second stream of literature, emerging from sociology, emphasises how other 

institutional variubles, such as social, political and cultural forces, influence the structure of 

organisations in each society. The argument revolves around the concept of authority 

pattern within each society. Proponents of this view seek to identifY how vertical, horizontal, 

and reciprocal network relationship patterns affect organisational structure at the finn and 
inter-firm levels. Empirical studies have predominantly focused on various business 

systems in Asia. While the vertical and strongly centralised authority pattern in South 

Korea leads to the development of diversified and vertically integrated fonn of organisation. 
colllIllonly known as chaebol, the horizontal fonn of authority that characterised Taiwan is 
more accommodating to business groups consisting of associated firms under common and 

shared ownership (Whitley 1999, OniI et a1. 1997). Under this view, business group is an 

organisational fmm that hnsbeen shaped by the sociological patterns of reJ ati on ships in that 

specific society. 

The third line of work on business groups focuses more on the managerial aspect of 

business groups and adopts the resource-based vjew that a finu comprises a bundle of 

different resources (pcnrose 1959). TIlls school of thought also follows in the footsteps of 
the late industrialisation perspective, maintaining that domestic flrms from late 

industrialising countries need to develop a set of 'generic' skills that. are not spccific to any 

particular industry or activity. These skills and can therefore be transferred across industries 
to compensate for their lack of proprietary technological skills. Compared to technological 

leaden; from advanced countries, these generic skills are important competitive advantages 
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of firms from late industrialising cowltries (see Amsden 1989, 1995, Amsden and Hikino 
1993, 1994, H.ikuw and Arnsden 1994, van Hoesel 1997). Arguing that finn.q and 

entrepreneurs create diversified business groups when they can accumulate an inimitable 

capability to combine domestic and foreign resources to enter industries quickly and cost

etTectiveiy, this resource-based view of business group stresses how the information 
asymmetry between local and foreign fum benefits diversified business groups at the 
expense of foreign multinationals and domestic non-diversified firms (see Guillen 1997, 

2000). 

Despite their different theoretical grounding, these three views share an important 

similarity that the institutional context of the finn leads to the development and 

continuation of business· groups. According to the economic and sociological views, 

institutional variables, such as imperfections in capital, labour and product markets a<l well 
as soci111 and cultural influences, are the main explanatory factors of the emergence and 

subsistence of business groups in developing econorrues. The resource-based. view of 

business groups also considers the institutional context of late industrialising countries-the 

information asymmetry between local and foreign fIrms-to be the main reason behlnd the 
development of generic organisational skills unique to diversified business groups. The 
common implication of these views is that the business group structure is an appropriate 

organisational response to the environment in which it develops. 

Adopting 1hcse theoretical views leads us to conclude that the large and diversified 

business group does have a rationale for its development and continued eX,istence, 
especially in Asia and Latin America where the institutional context is often characterised 

by market imperfections and tight familial ties. Because these institutional factors take time 

to develop and become established, il can be expected that the business group fonn of 

organisational structure is likely to stay as long as the institutional envirorunent of 

developing countries continue to be characterised by the factors discussed above. 

Reviewing the business group literature also brings to light how some explanations 

of 'why fumily businesses exist and survive?' are, in fact, borrowt:d from theoretical 

justifications for the business group structure. TIllS point was brought to attention earlier 
when it was noted that the tendency to use the term 'family businesses' interchangeably 
with 'large family business groups' can cloud over the explanations why 'family 

businesses' emerge am} thrive with those of 'business groups'. For example, Nakagawa's 
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suggestion4 that family businesses wor.l< more effectively than other business structures in 
the capital procurement process because of unsophisticated capital markets of latc 

industrialising economies is not inconsistent with the markel failure rationale of business 

groups. The capital market imperfections can lead to internalisation of the capital market 
either through cross-sbaJeholding, cross-guarantees of debt payment, or utilisation of ovm 
financial institutions (Nam 2001). Family mechanism plays an important role in generating 

internal capital market only in the first case, that of family cross-shareholding. Put another 

way, family wealth may be an answer to capital and financial market failures, but it is not 
the only alternative. Business groups that are not bOWld together by fnmilial ties, the 
Japanese keiretsu for instmce, can equally respond. to the underdevelopment of the capital 

market by relylng on other means of internal financial mechanism (see WhitIey 1999). Care 
should be taken, therefore, not to blur explanations for 'large family hu�iness groups' with 
those of 'family businesses '. 

In sum, the above discussion examines various ratiollales that explain the 
development and the subsistence of 'business groups'. It also presents the argument that 

explanations of 'why tiuni\y businesses survive' arc often nrixed up with those that explain 

'why business groups tluivc'. This statement is consistent with Ahneida and WoUcnzon 

(2003), who clearly contend that tile questions of why businc�"'S group arise and their 
optimal ownership structure are two different questions. Now that we accept that business 

groups arise and are likely to stay in the institutional context Ciharacterised by market 
failurc5: in intennediatc and final products and by information asymmetry, attention should 

be placed more on the question 'why and how bu.<;iJlcSS groups continued to be under 
family ownership and control'. 

Several attempt<; have been made to shed light on the issue. Suehiro (1993) gives 

two key reasons why family business lends itself to the adoption of unrelated diversification, 
hence the business group structure. First, the generational transition within fumily 

businesses tends to promote diversification, as later generations advance into industries 
completely different from the initial family business areas. Second, the purpose of family 

business entrepreneurs to expand and preserve the family fortune often prompL� them to 

enter fast-growing areas that arc unrelated to existing business, notably fInance and real 
estate. 

4 Kci-ichiro Nakagawa' s pnper was originally written in Japanese (Nakagawa 1981), but his view 
was adopted in Suehiro's work; on family businesses in Thailand (Suehiro 1993, 1997). 
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Considering the question why business groups are often controlled through family 

pyramidal ownership from the corporate ffiance perspectiv� Almeida and Wolfezon 
(2003) contend that families choose pyramidal ownership structures, instead of horizontal 

structure, when the benefit of using retained earnings that belong to existing fInns in the 
group is l.D.rge. This statement is based on the assumption that pyrC:\1Ilids are created as 

families use retained earrllngs from existing firms to invest in new ones. 
The more common answer to why family control still subsists in large corpomtions, 

and the one adopted in this paper) is that family ownership and control is not such a bad 

thing. Contrary to the Chandlerian view that family capitalism is only appropriate in the 
initial stage of economic and entrepreneurial development, proponents of this view believe 

that family control can thrive in modem industrial enterprises if they are adaptive and thei.r 

interests are consistent with non-family stakeholders. Suehiro (1993, \997, 2001) has long 

argued that the survival of family businesses in modem environment depends on the ability 

to adapt and respond to changes in envirorunent through improvement in management 
practices, willingness to employ personnel from outside the controlling family, and being 
innovnrive. Anderson and Rccb (2003) contend that continued founding-family ownership 

in and of itself is not necessarily a less effective organisational structure. Instead, they 

suggest that the ability of outsiders to monitor family activity is an importanl attribute in 
minimising family manipulations. This lends us to search for mechanisms that can help 

monitor self-serving behaviour of family members in large business groups. The next 

session argues that, through the outcome-based strategic planning process, family interests 

can co-exist with interests of other stakeholders, thus contJibuting to fuc subsistence of 

family businesses in the long run 

m. Why and How Family Businesses Can Be Monitored: Dealing witb Agency 
Problems 

. Why should fwnily businesses be monitored? Answers to this question go buck to 

the agency view that suggests that family ownership and control in public firms is 
perceived to be a less efficient ownership structure. Agency problems occur When 

cooperating parties have different goals and division oflabour (Jensen and MeckJing 1976). 

One direction of the agency research focuses on identirying situations in which the 

principal and agent are likely to have conflicting goals and then describing the governance 
mechanisms that limit the agent's self-sen:ing behaviour (Eisenhardt 1988). 
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Agency conflicts may arise from trausactions belween any two groups of 

stakeholders, but researchers applying agency theory to management aspects of family 

f1nns have predominantly concentrated on owner-manager relationship (Christman et al. 
2003). On the contrary, the economic and fmance li1eratures on agency problems 'witlUll 
family fums tend to focus on conflicts of interest between controlling families and minority 

investors, resulting in a rich line of work that emphasises corporate governance issues 
among large public family finns (see, among others, Andrade et al. 2001, Randoy et al. 
2003, Anderson and Reeb 2003). 

The most common agency problem adopted in this line of research is that the 

controlling families are likely to be biased in favolling fumily interests over those of non

family stakeholders, due to loyalty toward the family. This dilemma is even more 

pronounced in large and family-controlled public firms, in which minority stakcholders 

may not be treated properly by controlling families. The potential for this conflict of interest 

leads to the suggestion that the ownership and control be clearly separated in modem 

enterprises in order 10 allow a system of checks and balance (Berle and Means 1932). The 
failure to do so may allow concentrated shareholders to exchange profits for private rents, 

hence depriviug minority shareholders of their due benefits (Fama and Jensen 1983). 

Similarly, a group of World Bank economists who conducted an intensive study of 
ownership patterns and col"{Jorate governance in listed companies in nine Asian countries 
concluded that the dominance of family-owned finns produced obstacles to sound 

coI]Jorate governance because: (a) ownership concentration may impede the development 

of profe&''lionai managers; (b) family ownership .may have led to increased risk taking 

behaviour by firms; and (c) family-owncd businesses are likely to withhold inihlTnation 

from rrrinority shareholders in ord�r to maintain the family's control (Alba et 01.1998). 

To curb these conflicts of interest, corporate govemance measures need to be 

enforced. The eorporatD-governance model usually prescribed is the one that prevails in the 
United Slates and the United Kingdom. With an emphasis on shareholder value, this Anglo

American model often calls for the independence of board members from management 
personnel, minority shareholders' role in the board, and a high level of financial and 
busjnes� disclosure (see, Suehiro 2001, Andrade et al. 2001). The adoptiun of US-style 

'good corporate governance' has been iacreasingly empha<;ised following the 1997 

economic crisis, in which weak corporate governance in Asia h!l!l been blamed as the main 

culprit (sec, for example, Yetmg 2000, Suehiro 2001, Nam 2001, Kim 1999, 2003). 
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The notion that the concentrated pattern of ownership in family finns inhcrcnUy 
leads to agency costs is not a universal view, however. Demselz and Lclm (1985) note that 
combining ownership and control can be advantageous as large shareholders ean act to 

mitigate managerial expropriation. James (1999) contends that owner managers can be 

more efficient, thanks to 1heir longcr investment horizons. Randoy et al (2003) show that 
family involvement through board chairmanship can lead to better perfonmmcc because 

descendant Chair can be critical in maintaining and artiwlating continuity in 
entrepreneurial vision and mission, and reducing the finite time horizon problem of non

descendant Chairs. 
Empirical evidence from Asi,a also supports the view that family ownership and 

management do not always lead to poor results. In his analysis of ownership patterns, 

corporate structure and economic pcrfomlanees of listed companies in Thailand, Suehiro 

(2001) finds thal family businesses in themselves were not a major cause of the financial 
crisis and have not hindered the country's economic recovct"}'. Suehiro also argues that it 
would be more rational to introduce ways of revitalising family businesses to support 

sustainable growth rather than to directly adapt the Anglo-American corporate governance 

model to local finns . .l Instead, Suehiro urges that 'Thai 1illnily businesses undertake 

fWldaroental corporate reforms to respond to pressures of economic liberalisation and 
industrial upgrading in the COWltry. 

The call for organisational and managerial adjustments of Asian family firms in the 
age of gLobalisation has been increasingly made. Camey and Gedajlovie (2002) suggest that 

changes in family firms' behaviour are equally important to the adoption of governance 

rules and regulations in shaping the more )lJodem institutional environment for f-amily finn:;;. 
Similarly, Kiru (2003) argUl::s that the post-crisis blame on large family business groups in 
Asia fails to di�1ingujsh between the institutionally rooted problems and the manage.rially 

oriented ones. While the correction or adaptation of institutional factors needs to be handled 
at the national level, more cm phasis f>hould be phced on how managerial aspects of family 

fmns can be imprnvcd to enable their continued existence. 

5 An argumenl against the unconditiOlUl1 adop1ion of the American model of corporate governance 
has been mude earlier in lanes and Rose (1993). They Dssert that the developmenl of American style 
goY�nance structure does [lot always lead lo better performance among British firms, Hod that the 
governance structure in e..1.ch society needs \0 respond 10 various factors spet:iiic to that pruticular 
so{;iety. 
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This paper suggests that one way to curb agency problems between owner

managers and minority stakeholders is through the adoption of outcome-based strategies. 

Follov.ing the notion that outcome-based contracts are effective in curbing agent 

opportuni::;m (Eisenhardt 1 988), It is suggested that corporate strategies that emphasise 

outcomes can restrain agency problems between controll ing families and other stakeholdcrs. 

Clear 0 utcome--based strategies can co-align the interests of family members with those of 
other stakeholders because the rewards for both depend on the same actions, and therefore 
reducing conflicts of self�inlerests between family- and non-family stakeholders. This 
proposition calls tor more studies on strategies and strategjc management issues in the 

literalw:e of fantiJy business, IUl area that has surprisingly been understudied in the literature 

of fami! y businesses (Christman et aI 2003). 

The next part elaborates on the above proposition through the use of a cai>"C study
Thai Union Frozen Products PCL (fUF). Yin ( 1994) suggests that there are three rationales 
that support the use of a single case study: (1) the case represents a critical case that can test 

a well-formulated theory; (2) the ca'lC is lU1iquc; IUld (3) the case is revelatory. TUF meets 
all these attributes. First, TUF fits all the requirements of family business groups that are 

prone to encounter agency problems. Despite its public status, TIJF is still largely 
influenced by the company's founding families in both its management tcam and board of 

directors. The founder now presides over the board, while his son sits as the group's eEO. 
Of the IS-member huard of directors, six arc from the controlling tBmi1ies. The same six 
board members also hold active management positions in the group.6 Despite the extensive 

family influence, TUF has been highly praised as one of the companies that adhere sITongly 

to good corporate governance. The many awards that the group has won are ones that 

exemplify the group's corporate governance practice, for instance, Disclosure Award and 
Best Treatment of Minority Shareholders Award. TUF's attempts and achievements in 
creating corporate governance and tmnsparcn<.:y despite its family ownership and control 

make it an appropriate ca<.;c study to lest the theoretical proposition on agency problems and 
monitoring mechanism discussed earlier. 

Second, TUF is indeed a unique casc fur research in both agency theory and family 
businesses. The gmup's ability in cUTbing family self-interests, and, at the same lime) 

6 The information on family til.'S among board member., is collected from TUf's annual reports, the 
56-I  furm (add itional report required by the Stock Exchange of Thailand), arJd the author' s 
interviews. 
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managing to achieve tremendous growth in both the domestic and international markets, is 

an accomplishment that is not easy to replicD.te. The third rationale supporting the use of a 

single case study is the revelntory power of the case. The dearth of academic research on 

cOIporate ThAiland has been one of the main reasons for the limited Wlderstanding of 

organisational behaviour in Thailand. The TUF case study can therefore contribute to the 

studies of Thai businesses by adding to the limited stock of empirical examples. 

These tluee rationales serve as the major reasons for selecting TUF as a case study 

to elaborate on agency problems and monitoring mechrutism in Thai family firms. The TUF 

case study comprises two parts: company profile and strategic planning process. 

N. Thai Union Frozen Products Public Company Limited 

L Company ProfIle 

Thai Union Frozen Products PCL (TUF) is currently Thailand's and Asia's largest 

canned tuna exporter, accounting for 40 per cent of the total canned tuna exports and 70 per 

cent of frozen luoa loins exports from 'Dtailand (Annual Report 2002). Worldwide, I1JF is 

the second largest exporter, following Starkist, a division of US food giant HJ. Heinz (Loo 

and Gearing 1999). TUF's international position had been significantly strengthened by the 

group's 2001 acquisition of Tri-Union Seafoods, the owner of 'Chicken of the Sea' seafood 

products and its 2003 acquisition of Empress International, a leading importer and 

distributor of frozen and fresh seafood products. 

Table 1: Financial Highlights, 2000-2002 

Unit: Million Rt : : · 2002 • ' 1001 . . . .  : ' .  '2.000 :'" 
Total Sales 34,243 35,324 19, 120 
Total Revenues 34,538 35,874 1 9,796 
Gross Profit 6,223 5,8 1 0  3,042 
Total Assets 1 7,988 1 8 ,097 1 0,9 1 5 
Total Liabilities 7,689 9,45 1 3,240 
Shareholders' Equity 1 0,299 8 ,646 7,676 
Per Share Data (St) 
Earningh 1 .80 2.01 2.04* 
Dividend 1 .27 1 .23 1 .02* 
Book Value 1 2.62 1 0.46 9.34* 

. .  _- .- . '.-

* Par value adjusted to Bt1 for companson'purpose 
** Paid-up common shares were 749 million in 2000 and 200 1 ,  and 859 miUion in 2003 . 
Note: ill 2003 , dividend was paid twice: 0.47 Bt per share for the first six month, and 0.&0 

Bt per share for the second half. 
Source: 56-- 1 Form, 2003. 
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Figure 1 :  Group Structure (Source: 56-1 Form, 2003) 
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TUF has been listed in the Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET) since ] 994. In 2003, 
the group's operations CUll be divided into five business groups: (1) the production and 
export of frozen and canned ready-to-eat food products; (2) the production and distribution 
of packaging products; (3) the production ar.d distribution of animal feeds; (4) food 
business in domestic market; and (5) overseas investments (see Group Structure in Figure 

1). The group has investment in twelve subsidiaries, ten in Thailand and two in the United 

States. The total nwnber of employees worldwide is  1 9,000. In 2002, TUf' s  sales revenue 

was Bt 34.2 billion (US$ 878m). Table 1 presents TU1"'s comparative financial highlights 

from 2000 to 2002. 

Despite its public status, TUF is considered a fum.iJy-owned company based OD 

Suehiro's 20% cutoff level (Suchiro 2001). The owner's family controls 27.1 5%, as of 10 

September 2003 (see list of top ten shareholders in Table 2). The family intlucncc is 
represented in both the board of directors and the managemcnt team. Of the I S-member 
board of directors, six are from the conlrolling fami lics, while three are independent 

members. Nine members of the boards hold active management positions in various TIJF 
subsidiaries (see Table 3 for board member details). Chairman of the board and the group' s  
CBO are from the same controlling family. Jo fact, they are father and son. Four other board 

members are also related to the largest controlling family. 

Table 2: TUF's Maj or Shareholders -::-:-----::-:-=-=-----,--_ . -
Number Major Shareholders, a� of 10 September % of Shares 

2003 
1 Chlliffiiri F�ly ------------F----�27�.-I S----� 
2 Thai NVDR Company Ltd. 9.84 
3 Niruttinanon Family 8 .30 
4 Nortrust Nominees Ltd. 4.30 
5 HSBC International Trust (Singapore) Ltd. 3 .35 
G Mitsubishi Corporation 3 .\4 
7 AJbouys Nominees Ltd. 3 .05 
8 Hagoromo Foods Corporation 2. 1 0  
9 Mr. Chan Tin Shu 1 .99 
10 Merrill Lynch international Group Ltd. 1.87 ----�-----�-

Sow'ce: 56-I Form, 2003 

Despite the extensive fillnily influence in both the board and the management team, 
TUF has often been publicly praised for its corporate governance. 'lhe group has won u 

vruicly of awards that testify to its adherence to quality standard and govemW1ce i.ssues. For 
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example, TUF has won the Disclosure Award from the Stock Exchange Commission 
(SEC) consecutively in 2002 and 2003. The Disclosure Award is given to rornpanics that 

comply with the SEC's rules and regulations on good corporate governance practices 

suchas clear and beneficial information system, and transparent management practices IDul 

financial disclosure . In  2003, of the 123 applicants, TUF was one of the 60 listed 

companies selected by the SEC. Another prestigious award TIJF won in 2003 was the 

Table 3: TUF's Board of Directors 
Name I'osition GroU() Responsibility 

I .  Mr. Kruisorn Chansiri Chairman Group Finance 
2. Mr. Thiraphong Chansiri President Marketing for domestic and 

international markets, New 
investment projects ------.----,- , . ---------+----:----+----:--:---,-----''-----''-----------1 

Managing Fish Product Lines 3 .  Mr. Chan Hon Kit 
Director -.-----..... - .. - -. - - . ---+------,---r---,-------:------- ---,----I 

4. Mr. Rittirong Boonmechot Managing Shrimp Product Lines 

5. Mr. Cheng Nirut,linanon 

6. Mr. Chauu Tangchansiri 

Director 
Executive 
Director 
Executive 
Director 

Marketing, Tuna Purchasing, 

Group :Finance 
t----------------t-,-------+--:------·---·-·------- I 

Director Customer and supplier 7. Mr. Yasuo Goto 
Representati relationships 

8. Mr. Takeshi Inuue 

ve of 
HagoroDlo 
Foods 
Director 
Representati 
ve of 
Mitsubisru 

Customer-and supplier 
relationships 

Corporation f-::------,-----,:--::=-=-::-:-----,--:-----,-----:------t-,--'-'-----=------�---- -----------' " - -- . _ - . . 
9. Mc. William F. Kerins Director 
10. Mr. Chan Shue Wing Director Finance, Assistant to the 

Chairman and the President 
1 1 . Mr. Chan sh�e-c--:--h-un-g---+-E-:;x-e-c-u-tiv-e---+--

I
-----

Director f-------:--c __ --:---=-____ =------+--=-:==�-+__".------------_1 �: Mr. Chan Tin Ki�g�-:----I_..:,D:....:i7re:..:c�to:..:r-:---t_-------------l 
13 .  Mr. Sakdi Kiewkamkha Independeot 

Director 

I
r-:--:--:::--:--:-::-:-----=--:---:-----+�-:·::.-;..:�= -,--+----------------1 

1 4. Pol. Maj. Gen. Prdcha Independent 
I Anucrodilok Director 1 1 5 . Mr. Ki"iTP=--ic-:-1un---'--_ _ -_tl:-l.au-ad----::-:-:jl-ok:-e-

+
}
=-

n
--=
d
---'--
cpc
.=.=

'1l
.:....

d-c:-ut
-i-

----=L-a-w-s-an-----,d-re-g-!ul.-ations 
. __ _ _ Director ___ ----"----=---c=-=--=----=--'-= __ • __ L. __________ ---! 

Source: Annual Rep0l1s, interviews aud 56-] Fonn, 2003 
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Popular Award, which was voted by financial and stock analysts, as well as fund managers 
and others who use the infonnation. The Popular Award is given to listed companies that 
are voted by financial analysts and fund managers as having the best information system. 

Table 4: Examples ofTUF's achievements, 2000 - 2003 
Year 
2003 

2003 

2002 

2002 

2002 

200 1 

2001 

2001 

2000 

2000 
2000 
2000 

2000 

2000 
2000 

Awards J Achievements 
Popular Award 200) 
(as having clear infonnation disclosure in the 
view of investors) 
The Disclosure Award 2003 

The Disclosure Award 2002 
(as having clear information disclosure in 
annual registration statement and financial 
statement that complies with SEC requirement) 
ISO 14001 (Environmental Management 
System) 
OHSAS 18001 (Occupational Health and 
Safety Assessment Series) 
Best Treatment of Minority Shareholde� 
Award 
Best Small Company Award 
The Overall Best Managed Company Award 
The Ovcr.tll Bcst Investor Relations Award 
One ofth.e most favoured companies for Access 
to Senior Management 

. 

Winner of Vendor's Award 
Winner of Gold �tx Award 
Primt: Ministx:r' s Export Award fnr Outstanc! ing 
Performancr:. as the Hest Exporter 

- � - �--� 

ISO 9002 Certificate 
�Quali!y Certificate 
Quality Certificate � 

- �  

Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point 
(HACCP) Certificate 

Good Manufacturing Prnctices (GMP) 
Certificate 

- -�. 

Hal<ll Certificate 
--�-

ISOIIEC J 7025 
- - -'- - - -

-

. .. . 

Source: Annual Reports and www.thaiuniongroup_com 
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A.zeou 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) 

Securities and EKchange Commission 
(SEC) 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) 

1UV Germany 

Asillmoney Magazine 

Asiamoney Magazine 

GMlU Inc.�(; world-class player in 
restaurant business) 
Department ofE.xport Promotion, MinislJy 
ofCommc:= 
13ureau Veritns Quality fulcrnational 
(BVQD of England 
US Food and Dru� Administration (FDA}�_ 
Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFlAl 
Dept oftlshery, Minis1:ty of Agriculture 
and Cooperatives & Office of Food and 
Drug Administration, Ministty of Public 
Heatth 
Dept of Medical Science, Ministry of 
Public health 

- - -

I Shcikhul Islam Office 
I Thai Illdustrial Standards Institute 



Only four companies receive the award in 2003: TUF, Kasikorn Bank, PIT, and Advanced 

Information Service (AIS).1 Other achievements that testify to TUF's corporate governance 

were, among others, Asiamoney Magazine's Best Treatment of Minority Shareholders 

Award 2002, Best Small Company Award 200 1 ,  The Overall Best Managed Company 

Award 2001, and One of The Most Favoured Companies for Access to Senior Management 

Award 2001 (see Table 4 for a list of recent awards and achievements). 

The strong family influence in TUF contrasts sha(ply with the group's public 

recognition of its corporate governance, making TIJF an appropriate case to explore how 
agency problems between owners - managers, and controlling timrilies - minority investors 
are controlled. As suggested earlier, the TUF case jIlustrates how clear outcome-based 

strategies help co-align the interests of family members with those of other stakeholdcrs 

because the rewards for both depend on the same action. Agency problems arising from 

conflicts of interests can therefore be mitigated. The next part elaborates how performance 

outcomes play a significant role in TUF's strategic planning process. 

2. TUF's Strategic Planning Process: Outcome-driven Objectives 

Despite having been in the business for a little over two decades, 1UF has come a 

long way from being a small family-oV'med canned tuna manufacturer to Asia's largest tuna 

producer and exporter. As discussed in the previous section, family fUUls are often 
perceived to have more loyalty toward the controlling family rather than other stakeholders, 

resulting in reckless diversifications into fast-growth areas like finance and real estate. 

On the contrary, TIfF's experience has provcn otherwise. All through the 

company' s  expansion, TUF has kept its conservative business style and maintained its 
prudence in investment projects. While many Thai companies were lured by growth 

potential to diversity into sectors not related to their core business, TUF remained fumly 

strict to its philosophy of expansion in only food-related industries. Moreover, the group 

maintained a prudent debt-to-equity ratio of around 60 per cent, when many other Thal 
companies went to 200 per cent or more.! 

TUF's President often emphasised that, despite his family's oWllcrsIlip, the top 
concern for TUF managcment WllS to increase the company's value for its investors, not 
just to cxpand his family wealth. In his own analogy, "when the cake gets larger, each 

7 Scc the group 's press release on these awards aL 1);ww.thai!-lnicn!!roup.com. 
8 Asiaweek, 24 Dt!ccmbcr 1999. 
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one 's slice is also enlarged". 9 The combined nature of family business and professional 

J1l.Duagernent resulted in a unique process of strategic planning that focuses on a clear list of 

objectives and outcomes. These outcome-based strategies serve as a.mechanism to monitor 

behaviour of board members and management executives. 

£ndeed, the most evident attribute that characterises TUF's strategy development 

process is the clarity of its overall corporate growth strategy and other function-related 

stral.egies. For its corporate growth strategy, he group's president explains that WlY 

expansion of the group's activities has to meet the two most important criteria set by the 

group's board of rurectors. First, TUF limits its activities tD food-related industries only. 

Second, the size of the potential project shall  not be a financial burden to the group. In other 

words, the group will have to be able to finance the project under consideration without any 

risk to the group's overall financial standing. 

The group's president explains that 3aving these two clear criteria as the corporate 

strategic scope serves as the company's system of checks and blll!UJ.ces on ail strategies that 

the company may be considering. An example was when TUF was considering whether to 

buy into Tri-Union Seafoods, the owner of Chicken of the Sea brand. According to TUF's 

president, this investment project passed both criteria, as it was a food-related. expansion 

and the size of the investment was approximately equal to a year's total dividends. Tn his 

words, the US investment 'would not bankrupt the company because ifitfails. it would cost 

us ab()ut the same as a year 's dividend payment '. 10 

In addition to those overall strategies, TUF also sets clear guidelines and objectives 

for other areas and functions. Take grov.1h, for example. The company aims to achieve 

between 1 5-20% growth rate per year in 2004-2005. On top of the overall growth rate, TUF 

also expects to maintain a 20% Return on Equity (ROE), and a 1 0% Return on Assets 

(ROA) for targets for its operations. The group also maintains a detailed l ist of policy 

guidelines for the company's various fum:ti.ons, such as investment, finance, dividend 

payment, marketing, operation, and technology. For example, it is stated clearJy in the 

company' s annual reports that TIJF will pay dividend of no less than 50% of net profit 

annually and l1mt tlle dividend will be paid twice a year. Although some of these policies 

cannot be measured quantitatively, U\ey still provide clear directions that relevant 

9 Author's interviews, 25 January 2003 . 
[0 Author's Interview. ]0 April 2002. 
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stakeholders can use as behaviowal monitoring mechanism. Table 5 provides details of 
major strategies and policies of the company. 

TBble 5: TUF's Strategies and Policies .--
Strategy Details 

Growth Strategy - Organic growth of 1 5-20% in 2004-2005 
- M&A Poliey: 

• Food & food-related industries 
• E�tablished brand n.allles 
• Distributioll lletworks 
• Leverage global procurement, or production and 

marketing resources - - - -
Corpordte Policy - Business policy: 

• Core business: food and food-related business 
• ROE at least 20% 
• ROA at least lO% - Operation policy: no speculation on operational activities - Dividend policy: 50 - 70% of net profit 

Business Expansion - Vertical Integration 
Strategy - EXpansion of capacity and variety - Introduction of new products - Market cxpwlSion for worldwide coverage 

- Further development in ready-to-eat seafood products under the 
group's brands 

Investment PoLicy - Business witb potential synergies effects - Business related to current activities and expertise - High-potential business parlners - Appropriate investment size 
Finance Policy - No speculation in fina.ncial management 

- Appropriate debt to equity structure - Debt/Equity Ratio less than 1 : 1  - Make proper use of rund . --
Operation Policy - Qual ity 

- Recovery (yield) 
- Efficiency 

Marketing Policy - Expand mnrket / product coverage 
- Value added / premium quality - Provide valued selVice: information, timely delivery, etc. 
- Maintain strong customer relacionshiEs 

Technolugy Poliey - Objectives: to improve efficiency and to lower operation cost-
- Areas of interests for technologicnl improvements: 

• Procurement / purchllSing, c-sourcing 
• Manufacturing process 
• Quality control 
• Product /packaging development 
• Tradin!! process 

Source: Annual Reports, 56-1 Form, Interviews 
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On top of clear guidelines and objectives, TUF also attempts to ensure good 

corporate governance through other channels. For example, board members or management 

executives who may pt.,"rsonally be benefited from some decisions due to their family ties 

are nol allO\\'ed to vote on the issue. This notion is transparently reported in the 56-1 form, 

the report that listed companies are required to submit to the SET annually, under the 

'Conflicts of Interest' section (5 6- 1 Form, 2003). 

TIJF also takes information disclosure to investors rather seriously. The group's 
CEO believes that transp!:1I'CI1l information disclosure is an important part through which 
non-family stakeholders can monitor the board and the management team.lI  Opportunities 

tor agency problems between family- and non-family stakeholders can then be lessened. 

TIJF clearly specifies how it wishes to commWlicate to outside investors. For example, the 
group allows approximately 70 company visits with investors and analysts, two analyst 

meetings and two to three international investor conferences each year. TIJF prepares 
quarterly Investor Note and newsletter, TUF Nev,,'S, to communicate with investors in 
addition to its annual reports and 56-1 tom). The group's website is also frequently updated 

with news and activities of the group. 
The 1lJF ca.�c study shows that agency problems that may anse In family

controlled business groups due to conflicts of interests between the controlling farrulies and 
minority stakeholders can be mitigated through the adoption of outcome-based strategic 
planning process. With its ultimate goal in deJiveling growth, nJF has interpreted its 

overall corporate strategies into specific guidelines and di rcctions for key functions of the 
group. This list of outcomes that the group aspi res to achieve not only co-aligns the 
interesL<; of various parties, it also selVes as the main mechanism that non-family 
stakeholders can monitor the behllviour of the controlling fmnilies. Knowing the direction 

that the board of directors and the management team are leading the group, minority 

shareholders can make sure that the interests of the group also setve their interest. Having 

this type of check-and-balance mt:chanism within large family-controlled firms could be 

another alternative to modernise family businesses, and thus allowing them to continue 
their existellce in a more sustainable manner. 

I I Author's Interview, 25 January 2003 . 
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V .  Conclusion 

Hus paper puts forward two main arguments. First, it posits that large family 

business groups are likely to stay as a dominant fonn of firms in Thailand because the 
business group structure responds effectively la the institutlonal context of developing 

cl:onomies, such as Thailand. Second, the paper suggests that family ownership and control 

in large business groups is not necessarily Wlsustainable if potential conflicts of interest 

hetween the controlling families and other stakeholders can be mitigated through an 

outcome-based strategic planning process. The checks-and-balance system that can be used 
to monitor behaviour of family board members and management executives is a necessary 
step towards sustainable family business management in the modem era. 

The first proposition draws largely from the literature on business group. Here it is 

argued that the tendency among schulars studying family businesses in Asia to equate 
'family businesses' with 'large family business groups' often tails 10 differentiate between 

the questions of organisational ionn (i.e. why business groups exist and thrive) and 
ownership structure (i.e. why business groups continue to be Wlder family ownership and 

control). Although admitting that the most dominant type of family businesses in Thailand 

is large, family-controlled business group, it is suggested, however, that these two questions 

should be addressed separateLy to gain a deeper umlerstanding of family business in 
developing countries. 

By resorting to the lilcmture on business groups, thjs paper explains that this 
organisational structure has been an efiective response to the institutional environment of 

d�veloping COW1tries. From the economic viev.'Point, imperfections in capital, factor, 
intermediate and pl'Oduct markets give way to the intemalisation of these markets through 

the busin�ss group structure. Economic sociologists, on the other hand, point out how tIlis 
organisational fOIm answers to the pattern of authority and relationships embedded in each 

particular society. Management scholars taking a resource-based perspective believe (hat 
the generic organisational skil ls in combining domestic and foreign resources to enter 

different jndustric� quickly and cost-eftectively is the capabilities business groups in late 
industrialising economies have mastered as their competitive capabilities. What we can 

gain from these insights is that family businesses, often in the form orlarge business groups, 

continue to be an integral part of developing economies because such organisational 

structure answers well to the institutional envi rorunent of those economies. Yet, it is still not 
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clear why the majority of these business groups remain under family ownership and 

management. 

The paper then points out that fanUly control need not be detrimental and subjects to 

extinction in the way prescribt!d by Chandler, if it can be managed effectivcly. TI1C 

argument in this part is based on the agency framework, which presumes that famiJy 

businesses are prone to generate conflicts of interest between the controlling families and 

minority shareholders. Taking the perspective that economic actors are mainly driven by 

their self-interests, one group of the agency theorists tends to perceive that family 

businesses give rise to conflicts of interests between vaOous pairs of stakehuldcrs, making 

family ownersrup hard to sustain in the tong run. Empirical studies of family businesses in 

Asia tend to follow this line of argument., with some even naming them as the culprits of 
the 1997 economic crisis. A rich body of work has therefore been conducted on drawbacks 

of family businesses, and how corporate governance measures can be instilled to prevent 

family firms from further misconducLs. While much focus has been placed on rules and 

regulations, few studies consider how managerial. practices can also be used to ewb agency 

conflicts. 

For that reason, the:: TUF case study highlights how !his family-controlled business 

group alleviates agency problcm� between the controlling families and minority 

stak.eholders through the adoption of outcome-based strategic planuing. Although the 

finding from one case study cannot be generalised to the entire population of family 

business groups in Thailand, this c�'e presents a notable example of how managerial 

responses among faroity finns are also key to their subsistence in the age of globalisation. 

In other words, the TUF case presents one solution of how this family fum enhances its 

managerial efficiency under the new rules of competition through employing outcome

based strategic management. lltis is not to say that family finns can now sit back and relax 

after having drawn up a list of goals and objectives. On the contrary, having specific goals 

and guidelines is only just the beginning. To benefit from thl.'Sc outcome-based. strdtebries, 

the goals and guidelines need to be realistic, yet flexible enough to reflect changes in the 

envirorunent. 

This paper attempts 10 make two main contributions to the study of family 

businesses in developing countries. First, it emphasises that the questions of 'why business 

groups sw-viveT and 'why family businesses subsist?' are two distinct questions. Although 

some explanations may be common, capital market deficiency for instance, researchers 
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should treat these questions separately and instead louk for answers why the two 

phenomena often coincide. Second, this paper places the studies of n1aJ family businesses 

in a broader theoretical context. By drawing from the literature on business group and 

strategic management, this paper illustrates the need of area-based research to be grounded 

in a wider theoretical landscape. StudiQ; of specific countries or areas are among the rare 

fields where economists couJd interact with sociologist, business historians, management or 
organi�alio\1al sClcncc colleagues. The importance of cul ture, history, economics, politics, 

and other social issues at large, calls for co-operation and interdisciplinary studies. Despite 

the context specificity, topics in area studies should not be too far removed from established 

theories in each field. Indeed, placing the research question against the overall theoretical 

scheme can help prevent a.rea specialists from being unable to see the forest for (he trees. 
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